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ProGreen EXPO 2020 Horticulture Tracks 
 
The following tracks have been created to help you better plan your ProGreen EXPO session 

schedule. Sessions of similar horticulture interest are grouped together in the following tracks 

• Pests       •  Greenhouse Growing 

• Garden Center, Gardening & Retail   •  Selecting Plants 

• Trees       •  General Horticulture 

• Business Practices & Workplace Efficiency  •  Commercial Pesticide Applicator 

 

Note: Session descriptions shaded yellow are Active Learning Sessions. These sessions will provide a more 
engaging learning experience, by using a combination of hands-on demonstrations, handout materials, tools, videos and 
simulated situations, going beyond the simple, passive lecture format. 
 

For the complete program of sessions, speaker bios and full session descriptions, please go to the 2020 Education 

Schedule page of the ProGreen website. 

 

Pests 

 

Garden Center, Gardening & Retail 
 

Best Practices for Growing and 
Maintaining High Performance Garden 
Containers  

Thursday  
8 – 9a 

Kerry Poppe This Active Learning Session will cover best practices of 
container gardening in Colorado, including history, trends, 
demographics, plant material and care. You’ll learn from 
hands on activities, assorted images and handout material. 

The Pros and Cons of Branded Plants Thursday 
1 – 2p 

Tim Barthel This session will explain how to use branding to increase 
customer engagement and margins when selling plants. 
Learn how Monrovia has increased gardening inspiration 
and plant buying through their branded messages.   

How Super Hot Peppers Can Expand Your 
Customer Base: Tips for Growing, 
Marketing and Selling 

Thursday 
3 – 4p 

Jeff Jones This Active Learning Session will provide a hands-on look at 
how super hot peppers can attract customers and build 
loyalty. Growing and production tips, variety info and selling 
tips can benefit your bottom line. 

How to Build a More Shoppable Space Friday 
11a – 12p 

Dr. Bridget K. 
Behe 

Based on recent research, you’ll learn how to re-design 
walkways, displays, and signs to create a more shoppable 
space. You’ll see how consumers view displays and signs, 
and how this information can generate more profits. 

 

Wood Boring Insects, Diagnosis and 
Management 

Thursday 
11a – 12p 

Dr. Whitney 
Cranshaw 

To best manage wood boring insects it is essential to 
recognize what kind of insect is causing the problem and 
what are key aspects of its life history, Proper management 
primarily involves cultural or chemical control methods. 

The Secret Lives of Gall Makers Thursday 
4 – 5p 

Dr. Whitney 
Cranshaw 

Perhaps the most bizarre and unusual injuries that insects 
can produce on plants are galls. These abnormal growths are 
induced by the pests due to the effects of their feeding. 
Learn how galls are produced and ways to manage them.  

A Review of Insecticide Classes and Their 
Characteristics 

Friday 
9:15 – 10:15a 

Dr. Whitney 
Cranshaw 

You’ll learn about the different classes of insecticides and the 
types of pests they affect, their movement in the plant, their 
selectivity of action to desirable species (e.g. pollinators), 
their use in resistance management and more. 

https://www.progreenexpo.com/Schedule/2020-Education-Schedule
https://www.progreenexpo.com/Schedule/2020-Education-Schedule
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Trees 

Tree Basics Wednesday 
12:45 – 1:45p 

Scott Baker An introduction to trees in the urban environment - 
covering tree biology, tree biomechanics, tree planting and 
the challenges associated with urban soils. Discover the 
fundamentals of urban forestry for successful planting. 

Emerald Ash Borer Wednesday 
2 – 3p 

Tim Walsh Ash trees that have been impacted by the Emerald Ash 
Borer pose unique hazards and challenges. In this session 
you’ll learn how to identify and mitigate some of the 
hazards relating to working near or on ash trees. 

Tree Biomechanics and Tree Supported 
Structures 

Thursday 
9:15 – 10:15a 

Scott Baker If not properly installed, tree-supported structures can 
irreparably damage trees. Learn about Visual Tree 
Assessment (VTA), tree biology, and biomechanics and 
discover attachment methods that minimize damage. 

Newer Trees for Colorado Thursday 
9:15 – 10:15a 

Eric 
Hammond, 
Dr. Jim Klett 

Improving tree diversity in urban forests is an increasingly 
important issue. This session will introduce new taxa of 
suitable trees for urban plantings and include cultural 
requirements and ornamental characteristics. 

Rollinger Tree Collection 50 Year Survey: 
Implications for Urban Forestry 

Thursday 
11a – 12p 

Ben 
Rickenbacker, 
Alan Rollinger, 
Panayoti 
Kelaidis 

In 1968, Alan Rollinger surveyed trees in Denver, amassing a 
database of over 1100 trees. Fifty years later, efforts were 
made to remeasure these trees. Learn the comparison 
results and implications for Denver’s trees. 

Visual Tree Assessment Thursday 
1 – 2p 

Scott Baker Tree climbers can conduct their work more safely and 
improve their pruning skills using VTA. Tree assessors of all 
kinds, including those involved in project bidding, can 
provide a better service to their clients using VTA.  

   

 

Business Practices & Workplace Efficiency   

 

Human Resource Practices for Small 
Companies: Human Elements that Most 
Impact Your Business 

Wednesday 
9:15 – 10:15a 

Erin 
Lemmons, 
Rick 
Sunderland 

This session will cover common HR practices and how to 
manage them with a limited budget/staff, including job 
applications, interview requirements, onboarding, employee 
handbook, terminations and more. 

Using Lean Concepts to Improve 
Efficiency and Reduce Waste for the 
Everyday Worker 

Wednesday 
9:15 – 10:45a 

Ashlie 
Tagawa 
Mohr 

This Active Learning Session will provide useful tools that will 
help you reduce waste in your nursery/greenhouse 
operations. You'll learn how to recognize waste of motion 
and receive tips that you can start using right away. 

How to Prepare Your Staff for Selling and 
A+ Customer Service 

Wednesday 
10:30a – 12p 

Jesse 
Eastman, 
Betsy Kelson, 
Will Knowles 

This session will provide the basic concepts that can help 
your employees excel at bringing customers back and 
boosting sales. From greeting customers to building rapport 
to upselling, this will be a valuable session. 

Working With Jerks (or Worse) Wednesday 
12:45 – 1:45p 

Leon Cerna We have all worked with difficult people. This session will 
give you useful recommendations on how to deal with 
difficult people at work and help you improve the situation, 
especially if you fear physical harm or violence. 

Which Social Media Channels Are Best for 
Your Business 

Friday 
8 – 9a 

Shannon 
Powell 
Rodocker 

Take a deep dive into social media outlets and learn which 

are best for your business including Facebook, Instagram, 

Pinterest, Twitter, Snapchat, and LinkedIn. You’ll also gain 

strategies to build relationships and increase sales. 
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Greenhouse Growing 

Understanding Three Factors that are 
Essential for Growing Healthy 
Greenhouse Plants* 

Wednesday 
8 - 9:45a 

Jeannine 
Kwolek 

Learn the key factors that function together for proper 
plant growth. You'll take a close look at soil amendments, 
fertilizer calculations and water tests. 

How Does a Plant Grow? An Introduction 
to Botany and Plant Physiology* 

Wednesday 
10:30a - 12:15p 

Mike Bone This session will provide a useful background on 
classification, anatomy, morphology and factors that 
influence plant growth.  

Fundamentals of Propagating Plants in 
Greenhouses* 

Wednesday 
1 - 2:45p 

Mike Bone A hands-on class covering the fundamentals of seed and 
vegetative propagation including germination needs, 
propagating environments and taking cuttings. 

How to Provide the Best Environment for 
Greenhouse Growing* 

Thursday 
8 – 9a 

Dan Gerace The greenhouse environment is critical for growing 
success. Explore various equipment and how it is used, 
and learn how to make heating and cooling calculations. 

How to Use Mycorrhizae and Bio-
Additives for Improving Plant Production 
and Performance 

Thursday 
9:15 – 10:15a 

John Frey 
Lance Lawson 

In this Active Learning Session, we will discuss how to use 
innovative products that provide disease protection, root 
stimulation, and insect suppression. You’ll learn the 
benefits of these products earlier in the growing process.  

How to Identify and Manage Common 
Greenhouse Diseases* 

Thursday 
9:15 – 11a 

Dr. Tamla 
Blunt 

Good greenhouse production requires a knowledge of 
diseases that can harm your plants. Learn how to identify 
common diseases and ways to manage them. 

How to Identify and Manage Common 
Greenhouse Pests* 

Thursday 
1 - 2:45p 

Dan Gerace Ever wonder "what bug is chewing on my plants?' - then 
this session is for you: basic pest identification, 
management, sticky cards and plant damage. 

How to Manage Energy Costs and 
Improve Efficiencies for Greenhouse 
Growing 

Thursday 
4 – 5p 

Kerry Von 
Urbaniak 

This Active Learning session will include demonstrations 
and handouts to help you examine where and how energy 
is used in greenhouses, including renewable energy 
sources, and how to improve efficiencies.  

The Art and Science of Pricing Plants for 
Wholesale Growers and Retailers 

Friday 
9:15 – 10:15p 

Dr. Bridget K. 
Behe 

This session will show you the many inputs to setting 
profitable prices. Calculating costs is essential to profitable 
pricing and applying simple mark-ups may be leave money 
on the table. You’ll learn how consumers perceive value.  

* Certified Greenhouse Grower class – open to all attendees. 
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 Selecting Plants 
 

Woody Plant Identification Wednesday 
9:15a – 
12:15p 

Eric 
Hammond, 
Dr. Jim Klett, 
Amy Lentz 

Basic identification hints of woody landscape plants on 

various Green Industry certification lists. Plant samples 

and photos from all seasons will be used in the learning 

process. 

Colorado Native Plant Availability in 
the Green Industry 

Wednesday 
2 – 3p 

Dr. Jennifer 
Bousselot 

What makes native plants ‘better?’ Why aren’t native 
plants more mainstream? How does a native plant 
become a cultivar? Learn the answers to these and more 
questions about Colorado native plant availability. 

On the Cutting Edge with Plant 
Select® Plants 

Thursday 
8 – 9a  

Mike Bone, 
Dr. Jim Klett, 
Ross Shrigley 

Plant Select® explores the cutting edge with intentional 

design approaches that work harmoniously with a plant 

palette that conserves resources while delivering a 

thriving, abundant and diverse landscape aesthetic. 

Best of Annuals and Perennials from 
the 2019 CSU Trials 

Thursday 
10:30a - 12:00p 

Dr. Jim Klett, 
Sean Markovic, 
David Staats, 
Lauryn Schriner 

What should you be growing and planting in 2020? See 

what the industry and consumers rated as top picks in the 

2019 CSU Trials. We will discuss the "Best Of" annuals and 

"Top Performer" perennials in many different categories. 

Ornamental Grasses for Colorado Thursday 
4 – 5p 

Amy Lentz Colorado has an ideal environment for ornamental 

grasses. Learn the features and growth habits for several 

warm/cool season grasses in wet and dry environments.  

Striking Color and Prolific Blooms Hold 
Steadfast in the Plant Select® Garden 

Friday 
8 – 9a 

Kelly 
Grummons, 
Mike Kintgen, 
Ross Shrigley 

In this session you’ll journey through gardens rich in 

diversity and discover new Plant Select plants vetted for 

prolific blooms, striking color, hardiness and adaptability 

within the harshest conditions of the arid west. 

Plant This, Not That: A Guide to 
Gardening with Colorado Native Plants 

Friday 
9:15 – 10:15a 

Deryn Davidson This session will list well-known, non-native plants and 

feature their ideal Colorado native alternatives and some 

of the differences in care and maintenance of native 

plants. 
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General Horticulture 
 

Best Practices for Pruning Evergreens Wednesday 
12:45 – 1:45p 

Eric Hammond Pruning evergreens can be tricky and doing it wrong can 
lead to terrible looking plants. This session will cover basic 
best practices including timing, techniques, objectives and 
tips for pruning different species. 

How To Winterize and Manage Landscapes for 
Municipal & Commercial Projects: Best 
Practices for Making Your Borders, Medians, 
and Islands Spring Ready and Summer 
Beautiful 

Thursday 
9:15 – 10:45a 

Shalene Hiller, 
Harriett 
McMillan,  
John Navant 

This Active Learning Session will cover tree and shrub 
pruning and maintenance, perennial dividing, 
deadheading, and cutting back. Discover jobs that can be 
done when the growing season is over. 

CSU Research, Extension and 
Department/College Updates 

Thursday 
1 – 3p 

Panel Learn about valuable research findings on major insect 

pests, dependable landscape plants, pest management 

studies, propagation, Plant Select Plants and other topics. 

Drought Effects on Woody Plants Thursday 
4 – 5p 

Susan Carter, 
Dr. Alison 
O’Connor 

Drought affects plants far beyond the initial drought signs. 

Learn the effects of drought, management and watering.  

Diagnostic Approaches to Common 
Horticultural and Landscape Plants 

Friday 
11a – 12:30p 

Ana Cristina 
Fulladolsa, Dan 
Goldhamer, 
Jane Stewart 

Many horticulture professionals face plant problems every 
day, yet often have no idea about how to identify what the 
problem might be. This session will give you useful tips for 
diagnosing plant health issues and nutrient deficiencies. 

Water Wise Horticulture for the Western 
Region 

Friday 
1 – 2p 

Annie Barrow This session will explore waterwise landscape planning for 
the Western region, focusing on Steppe climate/High 
Plains states. Discussions will look at horticultural best 
practices, plant palettes and project examples. 

What's New in Colorado Landscape 
Architecture? 

Friday 
1 – 2:30p 

Wendy Booth In this photo packed session you’ll learn fundamental 
principles that apply to all landscape designs; review 
hardscapes; consider natives and conventional plants in 
the built landscape and examine the role of the designer. 

 

Commercial Pesticide Applicator 
 

Laws & Regulations Wednesday 
8 – 9a 

Michael 
Rigirozzi 

This class will review recent changes to the Colorado 
Pesticide Applicators Act and laws that currently effect 
pesticide applicators. 

Industrial Right of Way - A Science and 
an Art 

Wednesday 
9:15 - 10:15a 

Dr. Derek 
Sebastian 

Annual broadleaf weeds and grasses are a constant 
problem in ROW locations. Generally, perennial weeds 
and grasses are less of a problem, and easier to control. 
Learn the differences and new solutions. 

Calibrating Pesticide Application 
Equipment 

Wednesday 
10:30 - 11:30a 

Thia Walker This presentation will cover backpack sprayers, handguns, 
boom sprayers and boomless nozzle sprayers using 
PowerPoint integrated with videos. 

Signal Words – Why, How, What Wednesday 
12:45 – 1:45p 

Thia Walker Learn why signal words are important and why some 
products with the same active ingredient have different 
signal words; how they are determined and what they can 
be used for by applicators. 

Protecting Ground and Surface Water Wednesday 
2 – 3p 

Thia Walker Discover the BMPs that can avoid ground and surface 
water contamination. Learn how to access and search the 
Agricultural Chemicals Groundwater Protection Water 
Quality Database and CO’s water monitoring program. 

 


